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                         GOLDTRUST SYN 5W/30 

GoldTrust Syn 5W/30 is developed for gasoline engine, multi value turbocharged and diesel engine with or 

without turbo for use on light passenger and commercial vehicles. It utilizes advances synthetic technology to 

provide enhance wear protection in high and low temperatures and improved cleanliness over mineral blended  

motor oils. 

APPLICATION 

- GoldTrust Syn is suitable for use where 5W/30 is recommended for use 

- It is recommended for use in many types of modern vehicles and prior design gasoline powered vehicle 

from America(Ford, GM), Japanese(Toyota, Nissan,) Car Manufactures. 

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 

• API: SL/CF     

• General Motors GM 6094M, Chrysler MS 6395  

•  Ford WSS-M2C946-A, M2C929-A 

• GoldTrust Syn 5W/30 meets or exceeds the requirement of various vehicle manufactures.  

BENEFITS  

- It is suitable for a wide varieties of passenger cars, SUVs and light commercial vehicles. 

- It offers excellent performance at both very low and high operating temperature 

- Excellent oil pump ability and circulation in cold weather 

- The Outstanding resistance to oxidation and thermal stability prevents it from degradation in extreme 

condition 
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RESULTS 

SAE GRADE - - GOLDTRUST SYN 

5W/30 

Appearance   C&B 

Kinematic Viscosity@40⁰C mm2/s D445 75.39 

Kinematic Viscosity@100⁰C mm2/s D445 11.79 

Viscosity Index  D2270 151 

Density@15⁰C Kg/m3 D1298 0.8718 

And prior Pour Point ⁰C D97 -32 

Flash point ⁰C D92 248 

TBN Mg/KOH/g D2897 8.50 

Sulphated Ash % D874 9.22 

***Some variations in Product typical characteristics should be expected during manufacturing. 

PACK SIZE: 1Litre,4Litres and 5Litres 

Health and Safety: This Product is not classified as hazardous under E.C Dangerous substance preparation 

Directives. It does not require any special care other than the normal practice for handling petroleum 

products 


